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答题卡相应的位置上。 Economic Reform in China More US

sinologists have expressed confidence in Chinas economic reform

and the prospects for Chinas modernization. "If the reforms are

implemented," said Doak Barnett, professor of Johns Hopkins

University, "they would （51） the trend towards more significant

and the broader economic ties between China and the United States,

which will have in some respects, a favorable impact （52） political

relations." "Also these （53） will reinforce trend for China to

become more steadily involved in the international economics and

the international community. Barnett believes the （54） is

desirable, from Chinas point of （55）, and for the international

community, the more active China is in the international

community, the larger role it may （56） in world affairs." he said.

In the direction of changing the economic system, China has made 

（57） progress. "Personally, I think China has a capacity for

moving （58） in this direction, and Im fairly confident that the

Chinese leadership will （59） to move in this direction." Alfred D.

Wilhelm, project director of China Policy （60） the Next Decade

and senior fellow at the Atlantic Council, （61） the economic

changes will enable China and US to deal with each other on a more



equal basis. "Chinese and Americans now have opportunity to （62

） fully in Chinas economic development and reciprocally （相互

）, Chinese will be able to （63） technical and financial support

from the American business community." Wilhelm said, " （64）

China has established laws and legislations （法规） to help its

open-policy, American business now has the confidence to deal with

the system, as they know their （65） will be protected." 51 A
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